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INTRODUCTION
In August 1995, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff initiated a
Strategic Assessment and Rebaselining Project. This project was intended to
take a new look at the NRC by conducting a reassessment of NRC activities in
order to redefine the basic nature of the work of the agency and the means by
which that work is accomplished, and to apply to these redefined activi ies
rigorous screening process to produce (or rebaseline) a new set of
assumptions, goals, and strategies for the NRC.
The results of this project
are intended to provide an agency-wide Strategic Plan which can be developed
and implemented to allow the NRC to meet the current and future challenges.
A key aspect of this project was the identification and classification of
issues that affect the basic nature of NRC activities and the means by which
this work is accomplished.
These issues fall into three categories.
The
first category includes broad issues defined as Direction-Setting Issues
(DSIs).
DSIs are issues that affect NRC management philosophy and principles.
The second category includes subsumed issues. Subsumed issues are those that
should be considered along with the DSIs. The third category includes related
issues. These are issues that should be considered after the Commission makes
a decision on the option(s) for a DSI. Also, as part of the project, other
issues of an operational nature were identified.
These are not strategic
issues and are appropriately resolved by the staff, and are not discussed in
the issue papers.
Following the reassessment of NRC activities, issue papers were prepared to
provide a discussion of DSIs and subsumed issues, and to obtain a review of
these broad, high-level issues. These papers are intended to provide a brief
discussion of the options as well as summaries of the consequences of the
options related to the DSIs. Final decisions related to the DSIs will
influence the related issues which are listed, but not discussed, in each
issue paper. As part of the Strategic Assessment and Rebaselining Project,
the issue papers are being provided to interested parties and to the public..
Following distribution of the issue papers a series of meetings are planned
to provide a forum Lo discuss and receive Lomment on the issue papers.
After
receiving public comment on the issue papers, the Commission will make final
decisions concerning the DSIs and options. These -decisions will then be used
to develop a Strategic Plan for the NRC. In summary, the Strategic Assessment
and Rebaselining Project will analyze where the NRC is today, including
internal and external factors, and outline a path to provide direction to move
forward in a changing environment.
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SUMMARY

As a Federal regulatory agency, NRC is required to perform certain functions
to meet its health and safety mission. NRC receives funds for performing its
functions from two sources: (1) appropriations passed by the Congress and
approved 1y the President and (2) reimbursements from others for the
performance of certain activities that are not required to be funded through
appropriation.
Although Congress continues to appropriate funds for NRC to
perform its mission, NRC has t'~en required to recover approximately 100
percent of these funds from fees assessed to its licensees and applicants
since fiscal year (FY 1991). Specifically, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1990 (OBRA-90), as amended, requires NRC to recover approximately 100
percent of its budget for FYs 1991-1998 by assessing fees to-NRC applicants
arid licensees.
NRC does rnot keep these fees for agency use, but transfers
them to the Department of the Treasury. Thus, OBRA-9O established a strategy
to fully fund NRC's public health and safety responsibilities through sources
other than general fiunds (taxes).
The recovery of approximately 100 percent of the NRC budget through fees in
response to OBRA-90 has been highly controversial. One major controversy
results from the fact that the fee-related statutes, primarily OBRA-90 and the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act (IOAA) limit the assessment of fees to
certain licensees and applicants. As detailed in the 1994 NRC fee policy
report to Congress, fairness and equity concerns raised by licensees arise
from a combination of the restriction in OBRA-gO that only the NRC licensees
may be charged annual fees and the fact that not all NRC activities are
required for a specific license or class of licensees. Additionally, as a
result of both law and NRC policy, not all direct beneficiaries of NRC
activities pay fees.
The NRC has a public health and safety mission and Congress appropriates funds
for the NRC to carry out this mission and, under OBRA-90, the assessment of
fees is a mechanism to provide funds to the U.S. Treasury. Concerns over who
pays fees under OBRA-90 have led licensees to indicate that they are paying
"'fees for services" that do not directly benefit them. Licensees are more
likely to be concerned when fees are not assessed to the organization that
causes the NRC to perform the activity. The NRC must carry out its niission
responsibilities independent of whether there are fees.
This public mission
concept recognizes that the NRC activities serve a need broader than just
providing a specific service to a licensee or applicant. This broader need
includes building and maintaining public confidence in the use of materials
which is of benefit to the entire U.S. nuclear industry.
These questions and concerns raise two separate issues. The first issue
involves consideration of fees in NRC decisions and the second issue involves
funding mechanisms.
The first issue, Direction-Setting Issue (DSI) 21, is--
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In making decisions about what activities the NRC should perform in
support of its mission, to what extent .should fees be considered?
The options to resolve this DSI are developedowithin the context of tne two
primary types of activities that NRC performs. The first type includes
program activities performed by the NRC in response to mandates (statutes,
Executive Orders, treaties, etc.). The second type includes non-mandated
activities that are not necessary for the NRC to meet its mandates, but the
activities are performed as a "service" to another organization.
Option 1:

Continue Existing Approach

NRC would not consider the payment of fees in making decisions about most
mandated activities; NRC would consider fees for all non-mandated activities.
NRC would seek to have Congress and the Administration explicitly address the
This
payment of fees when adding new statutory responsibilities to NRC.
option would increase the potential that certain mandated activities ,,,ay be
constrained because of fee considerations.
Option 2:

No Consideration of Fees for Mandated Activities

Programmatic decisions in response to NRC mandates will not be driven by fees.
Specific activities conducted by the NRC will be evaluated for efficiency and
The NRC would seek to have Congress and the Administration
effectiveness.
explicitly address the payment of fees when adding new statutory
responsibilities to NRC. When the Commission is requested to perform nonmandated activities, the requestor will reimburse the NRC for the cost of
performing requested activities. This option would treat all mandated
activities the same with respect to fees, thereby avoiding the potential that
....
fees would be used to prioritize NRC's mandated activities.
Option 3:

No Consideration of Fees

NRC would not consider the payment of fees in making decisions about any NRC
activities. The NRC would seek to have Congress and the Administration
explicitly address the payment of fees when adding new statutory
On the basis of past experience, licensees may
responsibilities ta NRC.
perceive this option as raising fairness and equity concerns that have been
resolved during the past five years, because the NRC would perform nonmandated activities independent of whether the requestor pays for them.
Option 4:

Fee for Service

NRC would consider the payment of fees in making decisions about all
activities performed by the agency. The NRC would seek to have Congress and
the Administration explicitly address the payment of fees when adding new
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statutory responsibilities to NRC. This option would require substantial
modification to existing legislation and may inhibit NRC's ability to
effectively and efficiently perform its mission.
The second issue to be addressed, independent of which of the four options is
chosen, is the question of how to recover NRC costs in a fair and equitable
manner should also be addressed. That is:
*

What funding mechanisms should the NRC pursue, in addition to ann...A
appropriations with fee recovery, to fund activities that are not
required to be funded through appropriations, for example, certain
international activities?

* In performing reimbursable work, how should NRC address the full-time
equivalent (FTE) constraints that limit the number of NRC staff?
The funding mechanisms can be developed by looking at the primary beneficiary
of the work performed by the NRC. The first type of work that NRC performs is
the regulation of the civilian use of nuclear materials. The regulated
industry is the direct beneficiary of this work, and has only one choice of
supplier, the NRC. The second type of work includes activities that serve the
collective interest of the general public (e.g., certain international
activities). The third type of work includes activities that serve individual
organizational interests, with the organization having a choice of whether to
request the service from the NRC (e.g., at the request of the Interagency
Nuclear Space Review Panel (INSRP) NRC provides technical advice to the INSRP
which independently reviews the safety of launches of National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) space vehicles carrying nuclear material (Cassini
spacecraft mission)).
Funding Mechanism 1-Recover the cost of providing requested services from the
requestor, using fees and reimbursable agreements.
The cost of activities
that serve the collective interest of the general public would be recovered
from general revenues raised from taxes.
Funding Mechanism 2 (Current Approach)--NRC .. pplicants and licensees would
continue to pay for approximately 100 percent of the appropriated budget
authority. Reimbursable agreements would be used to fund all non-mandated
activities.
Funding Mechanism 3-Amend OBRA-90 and the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA)
give the NRC maximum flexibility to assess fees.

to

Funding Mechanism 4-Rescind the Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1952
(IOAA) and OBRA-90 so that the NRC would be fully funded through taxes, as was
the case until 1968.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE

A.

Background/Bases

As a Federal regulatory agency,. NRC is required to perform certain functions
to meet its health and safety mission. The NRC receives funds for performing
its functions from two sources: (1) appropriations passed by the Congress and
approved by the President and (2) reimbursements 1 from others for the
performance of certain activities that are not required to be funded throug'appropriation.
Further, funds necessary to implement the NRC statutory
responsibilities must be obtained from appropriations. The table below shows
the distribution of NRC FY 1995 new budget authority and reimbursable
authority by the source of funding.

Appropriations
Reimbursable Work

FY 1995 New
Authority ($M)
$523.9
$16.8

Although funds for the NRC to perform its mission continue to be appropriated,
the NRC has been required to recover approximately 100 percent of these funds
from fees assessed to its licensees and applicants since FY 1991.
Specifically, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA-90) requires
that each year NRC recover approximately 100 percent of its budget authority
obtained from appropriations, less the amount appropriated from the Nuclear
NRC
Waste Fund, through fees collected from NRC licensees and applicants.
does not keep these fees and use them, but transfers them to the Department of
A more detailed
the Treasury to offset the NRC's annual appropriations.
discussion of the requirements for NRC fees is in Appendix Z1A.

1

Under the authority of the Economy Act, appropriations acts, and other

statutes, the NRC can receive-and retain funds •n addition to the 2gency's
These funds generally come from reimbursements for the
appropriation.
performance of certain activities that are not required to be funded through
NRC appropriations (e.g., support to the National Aeronautics and Space
The Economy Act permits the NRC to enter into
Administration (NASA).
reimbursable agreements with other Federal agencies. The Annual
Appropriations Act also provides that monies received by the NRC for the
cooperative nuclear safety research program, services rendered to foreign
governments and international organizations, and the material and information
access authorization programs, including criminal history checks under Section
149 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, maybe retained and used.
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In order
to collect
approximately
100 percent
the NRC's
budget
is: authority,
fees are to
which
from ofCongress
the basic guidance
follows
the
Commission
be established by rule; fees are to be "*fairly and equitably" allocated among
NRC licensees; and, to the "maximum extent practicable, the charges shall have
a reasonable relationship to the cost of providing regulatory services" to the
Implementation of this
licensees" (136 Congressional Record at H12692).
requirement has been highly controversial as discussed below.
Since OBRA-90 was enacted, t 1 ~e NRC has published six fiscal-year fee i"•les
(one for each fiscal year FY 1991-1996) and two minor fee rules, and has
More than 1,500
responded to two petitions for rulemaking relating to fees.
public comments have been reviewed and evaluated relating to the fee rules and
petitions, and the NRC has responded to hundreds of Congressional letters
regarding fees. Additionally, during the first four years of 200-percent
budget recovery, the number of materials licenses subject to fees, including
sealed source and device re;istrations, decreased by approximately 3,000 (frn'n
For the past
approximately 9,000 licenses to approximately 6,000 licenses).
two years, however, the number of materials licenses subject to fees has
stabilized at about 6,000.
As a result of the concerns about the fees to recover 100 percent of the

budget, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPA-g2) directed the NRC to review its

policy for assessing annual charges under OBRA-90, solicit public comment on
the need for changes to this policy, and recommend to the Congress any changes
needed in existing law to prevent placing an unfair burden on NRC licensees.
Although EPA-g2 required only public comments on the annual fees assessed by
the NRC under 10 CFR Part 171, the NRC also requested comments on 10 CFR Part
170 fee policies because of the interrelationship between licensing and annUal
fees. More than 500 public comments were received and evaluated by the NRC.
The report on the fee policy review was sent to Congress on February 23, 1994,
and recommended legislation to solve the fairness and equity concerns that had
been raised. The report recommended that OBRA-g0 be modified to reduce the
amount to be recovered from fees by the budgeted amount for these activities
Congress did not adopt this
(approximately 10 percent of NRC's budget).
recommendation. A detailed discussion of the cost and activities related to
the fairnezs and equity concerns is in Appendix 216.
Because the requested legislation was not enacted, the NRC in the FY 1995
final fee rule published on June 20, 1995, took action under the existing fee
laws to help mitigate the fairness and equity concerns. The NRC treated the
costs (approximately $56 million) that have raised fairness and equity
concerns, in a manner similar to the way it treated overhead, and distributed
In this way, licensees
the costs among the broadest base of NRC licensees.
pay a portion of these costs based on their share of the total NRC budget.
Commenters on the proposed F'Y 1995 rule indicated that, pending legislative
relief by Congress to remedy the fairness and equity concerns, they supported
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the NRC proposal to treat the costs like overhead and distribute the costs on
the basis of the percentage of the budget directly attributable to a class of
licensees.
In FY 1996, the NRC also took steps to stabilize annual fees. On January 30,
1996, the NRC published, for public comment, a proposed fee rule to recover
The proposal included the change to stabilize
the FY 1996 appropriations.
fees. The NRC received eight comments on the proposed rule. This is the
fewest comments received on a proposed fee rule, subsequent to the requireme-ct
to recover approximately 1OQ percent of the budget from fees. All comrnenters
supported the steps taken by NRC to stabilize the annual fees, noting the
6.5-percent reduction in all annual fees. While noting that the NRC has made
fees more equitable and fair, the comrnenters indicated, however, that they
continue to believe that 100-percent fee recovery, as mandated by OBRA-90, is
unfair and inequitable to licensees because they are paying for NRC costs that
neither related to them nor benefit them. They urged the.Commission to seer~
legislative relief from the requirement to recover approximately 100 percent
of the appropriations, from fees.
B.

Discussion of Direction-Setting Issue

As indicated by the preceding section, the recovery of approximately 100
percent of the NRC budget through fees in response to OBRA-90 has been highly
One major controversy results from the fact that the feecontroversial.
related statutes limit the assessment of fees to certain licensees and
As detailed in the 1994 NRC fee policy report to Congress,
applicants.
fairness and equity concerns arise from a combination of the restriction in
OBRA-90 that only the NRC licensees may be charged annual fees and the fact
that not all NRC activities relate to existing licensees. Additionally, as a
result of both law and NRC policy, not all direct beneficiaries of NRC
activities pay fees. The licensees continue to express concern about the
payment of fees for these activities.
These concerns over who pays fees under OBRA-90 have led licensees .to indicate
that they are paying "fees for services" that do not directly benefit them.
Licensees are more likely to be concerned when fees are not assessed to the
organization that causes the NRC to perform the activity. On the other hand,
the NRC has a public health and safety mission and Congress appropriates funds
for the NRC to carry out this mission, with fees under OBRA-90 being a
mechanism to provide funds to the U.S. Treasury. Viewed another way, the NRC
must carry out its responsibilities independent of whether there are fees.
This public mission concept recognizes that the NRC activities serve a need
broader than just providing a specific service to a licensee or applicant.
This broader need includes building and maintaining public confidence in the
use of materials, which benefits the entire U.S. nuclear industry.
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These beliefs and concerns about fees have raised two separate issues.
first issue, the DSI, is--

The

In making decisions about what activities the NRC should perform in
support of its mission, to what extent should fees be considered?
Discussion of Subsumed Issues

C.•

The second issue, independent of the decision of the DSI, is the questic

.

of

how to assess fees in the most fair and equitable manner. Thus, the second
issue relates to funding mechanisms to make fees more fair and equitable.
These issues are:
What funding mechanisms should the NRC pursue, in addition to annual
appropriations with fee recovery, to fund activities that are not
required to be funded through appropriations, for example, certain
international activities?
*

In performing reimbursable work, how should NRC address the FTE
constraints that limit the number of NRC staff?
External Factors

D.

In developing and choosing options to resolve these issues, the following
external factors are likely influences:
*

Congress and the Administration will continue to emphasize balancing the
Federal budget. This goal will likely result in reduced NRC budgets and
In fact,
the continuation of NRC fees as a source of Federal revenues.
the proposed Budget Reconciliation Bill would extend the
100-percent fee recovery requirement from 1998 to 2002.

* As in the past, licensees and applicants are expected to view NRC fees
as an undesirable cost.
*

III.

As part of th• "reinventing Governmen'." effort, it was suggested that
the FTE ceilirg for Federal agencies be eliminated. This suggestion has
However, efforts (e.g., the Chief Financial
not been implemented.
Officer Council) continue on this issue.
OPTIONS

In order to develop options to address the extent that fees should be
considered in making decisions about what activities the NRC should perform in
support of its mission (the DSI), the work NRC performs should be examined.
The first
The NRC activities can be placed in two primary categories.
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category includes
activities
the NRC in second
response
to
of
category
treaties, byetc.).
Orders, performed
Executive
(statutes,program
mandates
-The

activities are those that the NRC performs in response to external requests,
but the NRC does not need to perform in order to meet its mandates; these are
performed as a "service" to another organization (hereinafter referred to as
"non-mand~ated activities"). One example of work in this area are NRC
assistance to the Interagency Nuclear Space Review Panel (INSRP) in support of
the NASA Cassini launch.
The options to resolve this DS1 are developed within the context of the
The options follow:
primary type of activities that NRC performs.
Option 1:

Continue Existing Approach

NRC would not consider the payment of fees in making decisions about most

mandated activities; NDr would consider fees for all non-mandated activities.
Option 2:

No Consideration of Fees for Mandated Activities

Programmatic decisions in response to NRC mandates will not be driven by fees.
Specific activities conducted by the NRC will be evaluated for efficiency and
When the Commission is requested to perform non-mandated
effectiveness.
activities, the requestor will reimburse the NRC for the cost of performing
the requested activities.
Option 3:

No Consideration of Fees

NRC would not consider the payment of fees in making decisions about any NRC
activities.
Option 4:.

Fee for Service

NRC would consider the payment of fees in making decisions about all
activities performed by the agency.
IV.

EVALUATION OF OPTIONS

Under each of the four options, the NRC will continue to monitor and control
its operating costs and will continue its commitment to making its regulatory
program more efficient wherever it can do so without diminishing its ability
to protect public health and safety. The internal NRC budget review process
coupled with the review by the Office of Management and Budget and Congress
ensures that the approved budget will include the resources necessary for NRC
Under each of
to implement its mission using an effective regulatory program.
equitable.
these options, efforts would continue to make. fees fair and
Mechanisms to accomplish this are discussed later in this paper.
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Continue Existing Approach

The current NRC practices with respect to considering the payment of fees in
making decisions about its activities have evolved over time. Before FY 1991,
the first year of 100-percent budget recovery, fees were not considered in
making deiisions about NRC activities. Before the 100-percent fee recovery
requirement, this approach could be taken with no consequences because NRC
only assessed fees to those who directly received the benefits of NRC actions,
and the remaining portion of 4 he budget was provided from general revenues.
In response to the concerns of the licensees and Congress about the fairness
and equity of fees, the Commission established the following reimbursement
policy in 1995:
"For those Federal agencies and other organizations that request
NRC to perform work that is not a part of its statutory mission
and for which NRC receives no appropriations, the NRC will do so
on a reimbursable basis." (See SECY-95-012 and the resulting
Commission staff requirements memorandum (SRM) dated February 7,

1995.)
As indicated by this policy, fees would be considered in deciding whether to
perform non-mandated work in response to requests, and this type of work would
only be performed if the requestor paid for it.
Although the NRC has not explicitly stated a policy concerning consideration
of fees in making decisions about mandated activities, during the earlier
years of 100-percent 'fee recovery, the agency did not consider the payment of
fees in deciding whether or not to perform mandated activities. However, in
For example, both safety and
recent years, there have been exceptions.
payment of fees were considered when the Commission addressed the issue of
funding Agreement State training, an activity mandated by Section 274 of the
Atomic Energy Act. Another example is that the payment of fees has been
raised during discussions on whether to perform certain international
activities in support of the NRC mission.
Payment of fees would be considered when adding new statutory responsibilities
to NRC, as was done when the NRC was given oversight of the United States
Enrichment Corporation (USEC) activities, and as is being done for the
potential NRC regulatory oversight of Department of Energy (DOE) facilities.
That is, the NRC would ask the Administration and Congress to explicitly
consider who should pay for the NRC costs to implement any new statutory
responsibilities.
One consequence of continuing the existing approach is that fees will be
considered in making decisions about mandated activities on a case-by-case
basis; this could lead to~ inconsistent treatment of mandated activities.
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Another consequence is that in considering fees, NRC mandated activities could
be prioritized on the basis of payment of fees instead of on contribution to
the NRC mission, This could lead the staff to inadvertently not perform
important mandated activities because of the fees consideration.
Licensees,
however, may see explicit case-by-case consideration of fees in decisions on
NRC activities as fairer and more equitable.
Option 2:

No Consideration of Fees for Mandated Activities

This option is the same as Option I except that all mandated activities would
be treated the same.
Programmatic decisions in response to NRC mandates will
not be driven by fees. Specific activities conducted by the NRC will be
evaluated for efficiency and effectiveness.
Non-mandated activities would be
treated the same as under Option 1, that is, payment of fees would be
considered in deciding whether to perform the work.
Payment of fees would be
considered when adding new s~atutory responsibilities to NRC, as was done when
the NRC was given oversight of the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC)
activities, and as is being done for the potential NRC regulatory oversight of
Department of Energy (DOE) facilities. That is, the NRC woul d ask the
Administration and Congress to explicitly consider who should pay for the NRC
costs to implement any new statutory responsibilities.
The result of adopting
this option is that all NRC mandated activities would be treated the same from
the standpoint of fee consideration.
Thus, payment of fees would not be used
to imply a priority for NRC-mandated activities. This option recognizes that
NRC- mandated activities should be performed independent of the source of
funds for the U.S. Treasury.
Option 3:

No Consideration of Fees

Under this option, NRC. would not consider fees in making decisions about any
NRC activities. That is, NRC would determine the work (mandated and nonmandated) that it wanted to perform and would then use available mechanisms to
recover the costs. Payment of fees would be considered when adding new
statutory responsibilities to NRC, as was done when the NRC was given
oversight of the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) activities, and
as is being done for the potential NRC .gulatory oversight of Department of
Energy (DOE) facilities. That is, the NRC would ask the Administration and
Congress to explicitly consider who should pay for the NRC costs to implement
any new statutory responsibilities. This option would reinstate policies and
practices that preceded the OBRA-90 requirement to recover approximately 100
percent of the budget through fees. This option differs from Options 1 and 2
in that the payment of fees would not be considered in deciding non-mandated
activities. The major consequence of this option is that, on the basis of
past experience, licensees may perceive it as unfair and inequitable since the
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NRC would not consider the payment of fees for activities that are not
necessary to meet its mandates, but that are performed as a favor to someone
because NRC has the expertise to do the task.
Option 4:

Fee for Service

Under this option, NRC would give full consideration to the payment of fees in
deciding whether to perform all activities. Since the NRC must carry out
certain activities to meet its statutory responsibilities, implementatiron of
this option would require legislation that gives the NRC additional
Payment of fees would be
flexibility on how and to whom it can charge fees.
considered when adding new statutory responsibilities to NRC, as was done when
the NRC was given oversight of the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC)
activities, and as is being done for the potential NRC regulatory oversight of
Department of Energy (DOE) facilities. That is, the NRC would ask the
Administration and Congress to explicitly consider who should pay for the NRC
A major consequence of
costs to implement any new statutory responsibilities.
this option is that the NRC would have to split its attention between its
mission and financing. This could lead to the perception that the NRC may not
be performing important health and safety activities because of the payment of
fees. This "fee for service" concept also could potentially lead to the
Cotnrission being perceived as less independent.
V.

FUNDING MECHANISMS

Independent of which of the four options discussed above is chosen, the
question of how to recover NRC costs in a fair and equitable manner should
also be addressed. That is, what funding mechanism should NRC pursue to
recover the cost of its operations? Conceptually, the funding mechanisms can
be developed by looking at the primary beneficiary of the work performed by
the NRC. The first type of work that NRC performs is the regulation of the
civilian use of nuclear materials. The regulated industry is the direct
beneficiary of this work, and has only one choice of supplier, the NRC. The
second type of work includes activities that serve the collective interest of
the general public (e.g., certain international activities). The third type
of work inc'.udes activities that serve •n'"vidual organizational interests,
with the organizat~on having a choice oe" wnether to request the service from
the NRC (e.g., NRC review of the NASA Cassini launch for the INSRP).
The following funding mechanisms can be used with either of the above options
for considering payment of fees in decisionmaking, except as noted in
discussing the mechanism.
Funding Mechanism 1-Recover the cost of providing requested services from the
The cost of activities
requestor, using fees and reimbursable agreements.
that serve the collective interest of the general public would be recovered
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from the
general
raised infrom
funding inmechanism
is consistent
with
NRC revenues
recommendation
its taxes.
report This
to Congress
1994. This
approach
would recognize that certain mandated activities are in the collective
interest of the general public (about 10 percent of the NRC budget) and
legislation would be required to provide additional flexibility with respect
to whom NRC can assess fees and to reduce the amount of the appropriation to
be recovered from fees. It is noted that NRC previously recommended this
approach to Congress and 0MB, and it was rejected.
Licensees, however,
continue to support this funding mechanism.
Funding Mechanism 2 (Current Approach)--NRC applicants and licensees would
continue to pay for approximately 100 percent of the appropriated budget
authority. Reimbursable agreements would be used to fund services for. nonmandated activities. Past experience indicates that NRC licensees are likely
to view this approach as resulting in unfair and inequitable-costs to them.
Funding Mechanism 3-Amend OBRA-9D and the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) to yive the
NRC maximum flexibility to assess fees. For example, the AEA could be changed
to give NRC authority to assess fees for services (amendments/inspections) to
Federal agencies similarly to what is done for commercial licensees.
OBRA-90
could be amended so that NRC is not required to~assess fees under IOAA.
This
funding mechanism would permit NRC to treat all licensees and applicants the
same with respect to fees.
Funding Mechanism 4-•Rescind IOAA and OBRA-90 so that NRC would be fully funded
through taxes ~as was the case until 1968.
This would result in the loss of
revenues to Treasury which would mean that the Administration and Congress
would have to offset the lost revenues from NRC fees through budget reductions
or increased revenues from other sources (e.•., increased taxes).
This
approach would require the Commission to change its previous position of not
involving itself in how the Congress and Administration raise Federal
revenues.
Licensees' fairness and equity concerns about fees and other feerelated issues would be eliminated.
Further, the issue related to considering
payment of fees in decisionmaking (the DSI) would be eliminated.

VI.

FTE CONSIDERATIONS

As indicated in the preceding discussion, reimbursable agreements could fund
certain NRC activities. However, the utilization of reimbursable agreements
is constrained by the availability of FTEs. The number of staff that the NRC
may have is determined by 0MB during its review of the NRC budget which is
appropriated.
Additionally, the Federal Workforce Restructuring Act of 1994
(FRtRA) limits the Federal Government's FTEs through fiscal year (FY) 1999 by
placing a ceiling on the total number of FTEs that the Federal Government may
have each year. To implement the FWRA, 0MB has assigned FTE ceilings for each
Federal agency for FY 1994 through FY 1999. If the total ceiling under the
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Currently, this FTE ceiling is not affected by the amount of reimbursable work
that the IRC performs. Therefore, even though the NRC may receive funds from
reimbursable agreements,, the NRC FTE ceiling established by 0MB is not
increased. Thus, FTEs are redirected from agency programs to perform the
In the n'~r term, FTEs to support reimbursable work are
reimbursable work.
available, since the NRC is operating below it's FWRA allocation. However,
starting in the FY 2999 timeframe, there is a high likelihood that the NRC
will not be able to meet mandated requirements using less than the allocated
FTEs.
0MB and the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Council are addressing the issue of
FTE for "business-like operations." In a January 3, 1996, letter to the CFO
Council, 0MB noted that-Business-like organizations which can demonstrate a FTE
requirement, and have identified the funds to finance them,
generally, should be given the FTE levels needed for carrying out
these business-like operations.
Business-like organizations should request necessary FTE initially
within their own agency and, if such FTE levels are unavailable
within the agency, seek involvement from the CFO council to
identify interagency alternatives for meeting the organization's
Where necessary, consistent with item 5, 0MB will give
FTE needs.
favorable consideration to increases in agency FTE target levels•
to accommodate the needs of the business-like organization.
Since reimbursable work can and should be viewed as hbusiness-like", the
framework above could be used to address the issue associated with FTEs for
reimbursable work. Therefore, when additional FTEs are needed as a result of
NRC performing reimbursable work, the NRC may find it beneficial to work
within the concept being developed by 0MB and the CFO Council to obtain
additional FTEs for reimbursable work.
VII.

COMMISSION'S PRELIMINARY VIEWS

Staff. actions regarding the various options should be held in abeyance pending
the Commission's final decision on this issue paper. The Commission's
preliminary views are:
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The Commission believes that the NRC's public health and safety
mission must
be the foundation in making decisions about what activities the agency should
In making decisions on the work which the NRC will perform, the
perform.
Commission does, and will continue to, consider the cost of its activities and
consistently examine ways to accomplish its mission within a responsible
budget. l•hether the NRC's budget is funded by the public through taxes paid
to the treasury or by licensees through fees paid to the treasury, the NRC's
decisions about its programs should be the same. The Commission believes that
fees should not be a primary •2ctor in determining the work to be performed in
It is the Commission's position
response to NRC health and safety mission.
that programmatic decisions should not be fee driven and should be based on
their contribution to public health and safety.
The Commission does not believe that it was Congress's intent to limit the
NRC's activities to those which are directly attributable to a specific
regulatory action for a specific licensee or class of licensees.
In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (PL 101-508), Congress stated
that any licensee of the Commission may be required to pay, in addition to the
Congressional history
fees for services or thing of value, an annual charge.
and language in the Conference Report which accompanied PL 101-508 takes
notice and allows that 'increasing the amount of recovery to 100 percent of
the NRC's budget authority will result in the imposition of fees upon certain
licensees for cost that cannot be attributed to those licensees or classes of
licensees.'
After review of the policy options,
approve Option 2.

it is the Commission's preliminary view to

Programmatic decisions in response to NRC mandates will not be driven by
fees. Specific activities conducted by the NRC will be evaluated for
efficiency and effectiveness.
The NRC performs two primary types of activities. These types of activities
Mandated activities include
are defined as mandated and non-mandated.
statutes, Executive Orders, treaties, Commission decision, etc. Non-mandated
activities include those activities which are not required to respond to
This
mandates, but are performed as a 'service' to another organization.
policy option (option 2) approved by the Commission provides for a responsible
decision-making process for mandated activities while allowing the NRC to
assist other organizations on a reimbursable basis.
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mandated activities. When the Commission is requested to perform non-mandated
activities the requestor will reimburse the NRC for the cost of performing the
requested, acti viti es.
In order to implement option 2 the staff will develop, for Commission review
and approval, a set of criteria for defining manidated and non-mandated
activities. These criteria will allow for a clear framework within which' to
consistently determine funding of NRC activities.
Two issues raised in SECY 96-019 to the Commission, in addition to the
Direction-Setting Issue are also addressed. These two issues address funding
mechanisms and personnel full time equivalent (FTE) ceilings.
FUND ING MECHAN ISM:
It is the Commission's preliminary view to support Funding Mechanism 2 which
continues the agency's current approach.
Although the Commission believes that its decisions on activities the NRC
should perform in support of its mission and its total budget authority should
be independent of fee considerations, the Commission does believe that NRC
fees should be assessed in'as fair and equitable a manner as practicable.
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act-of 1990 (OBRA-90) requires that NRC
collect fees equal to approximately 100% of the NRC's budget. The OBRA-90
further states that these fees should be collected from NRC's licensees and
applicants. The Commission has sought to comply with OBRA-90 and to
distribute fees as fairly and equitably among its licensees and applicants.
The NRC has reexamined its fee policy each year, issued draft fee rules for
public comment, and made changes to the process to respond to those comments
whenever possible within the limits of existing statute. The Commission has
also addressed those concerns raised by the public and licensees about the
limitations of applying fees within OBRA-90 in its Re~port to Congress on the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory. Commission's Licen:=e Fee Policy Review issued in
February. 19g4.
The Commission believes that carrying out the intent of Congress by
implementing fee policy within existing law is the most effective and
efficient option. The Commission will, however, consider comments and
recommendations on specific proposals if they present new approaches to
improve the process or to accomplish a more equitable distribution of fees.
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FTE CONSIDERATION:
It is the Commission's preliminary view to support the NRC's identification of
FTEs associated with reimbursable work as business-like activities.
When the NRC receives a request to conduct an activity which is not necessary
for the NRC to meet its mandates, but will provide a "service" to another
organization, the NRC must consider the cost of providing the service. This
cost consideration includes both dollars and FTE. The requesting orgL.,izati~i1
can enter into a reimbursable agreement with the NRC and reimburse the agency
for the dollars expended on providing the assistance. The requesting
organization does not, however, provide FTE to the NRC.
The current FTE ceiling constraints may make it difficult, if not impossible,
for the NRC to provide assistance for non-mandated activities in response to
specific requests. Th" approach to remove those FTEs used for business-like
activities from the NRC ceiling would allow the NRC to provide assistance to
other government agencies and organizations which might otherwise be turned
down.
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APPENDIX 21A
Fees Assessed to Fully Fund the NRC Appropriation
1.

NRC Fees Based on the Independent Offices Appropriation Act (IOAA)
(10 CFR Part 170)

Title V of the IOAA of 1952, 31 U.S.C. 9701, states that a"it is the sense of
Congress that each service or thing of value provided by an agency to a person

(except a person on official business of the United States G6vernment) is to
be self-sustaining to the extent possible.= The head of each agency may
prescribe regulations establishing the charge for the service or thing of
value provided by the agency.

The NRC's predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) adopted its first
fee schedule based on the authority of the IOAA in 1968. The first fee
schedule was a limited one in that only those costs that were associated with
the review of a license application and related to a specific identifiable
beneficiary were included in the cost base for the establishment of the fees.
An annual fee was also established at that time to recover the costs relating
to license amendments and renewals. "The fee schedules were revised in 1972 to
recover costs associated with inspection services and were revised again in
1973 to incorporate costs created by additional statutory requirements imposed
on licensing and inspection programs. These costs were those associated with
environmental reviews and studies required by the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and antitrust reviews mandated by the 1970
amendments to the AEA.
The fee schedules in 10 CFR Part 170 were completely revised in 1978, taking
into account the two Supreme Court decisions of March 4, 1974, relating to
fees assessed under IOAA by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and
the Federal Power Conmmission, and four decisions of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia on December16, 1976, relating to fees assessed
by the FCC. The court cases resulted from the vagueness of the language in
IOAA and the implementation of Office of Management and Budget (0MB) Circular
A-25 with respect to what ucosts" are to be included in the fee base for
recovery. The courts held that a fee for service must bear a relationship to
the special benefits given to the applicant or licensee by the agency action.
On the basis of these cases, the NRC removed annual fees from its Part 170 fee
schedule. The NRC fee schedule promulgated in March 1978, which was based on
the court cases and the Commission's fee guidelines, was challenged in the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. The court issued an opinion in
August 1979 (Mississippi Power and Light v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Coummission, 601 F. 2d 223 (1979) cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1102 (1980)),
upholding in all respects the NRC's schedule and guidelines for fees.
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special benefits conferred by specifically identified activities of the NRC.
Such special benefits include all services necessary for the issuance of a
required permit, license, approval, or amendment and all services necessary to
assist a recipient in complying with statutory obligations or obligations
under the Commuission's regulations. The fees established by regulation
include the direct and indirect costs of providing the service. The NRC
continues to use the fee guidelines developed by the Commission in 1971 in
establishing 10 CFR Part 170 fees.
Collections from Part 170 fees currently recover about 25 percent of the NRC's
budget authority, excluding the high-level-waste (HLW) program. Before FY
1968, that portion of the AEC appropriation relating to regulatory activities
was fully funded from the General Fund (taxes). Between FY 1968 and FY 1991,
the AEC/NRC appropriation was partially funded from the assessment of fees and
the remainder from the General Fund (taxes).' *Beginning in FY 1991, the NRC
appropriation has been fully funded (approximately 100 percent) from licensing
and annual fees assessed to NRC licensees and applicants.
2.

NRC Fees Based on QBRA-90 (10 CFR Part 171)

OBRA-90 (Public Law 101-508), signed into law November 5, 1990, requires that
the NRC recover approximately 100 percent of its budget authority less the
amount appropriated from the Department of Energy (DOE) administered Nuclear
Waste Fund (NHF) for fiscal years 1991 through 1995 by assessing license and
annual fees. OBRA-90 was amended in 1993 to extend the NRC's 100 percent fee
recovery requirement through FY 1998. In the Conference Report, the Congress
suggested guidelines that NRC should follow in calculating the annual fee to
be assessed. The specific guidelines are as follows:
First, the appropriations received by the NRC from the NWF established under
Section 302(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10222(c))
for licensing the DOE's nuclear waste management program are not to be
recovered by the annual charges and should be subtracted from the amount of
the budget authority. Second, the amount recovered through annual charges is
to be reduced further by the amount the NRC receives through fees assessed on
licensees through 10 CFR Part 170 of the Commission's regulations. Third,
OBRA-90 provides, and the Conference Agreement reiterates, that the balance
¶Although

annual fees for operating power reactors were established

under 10 CFR Part 171 in FY 1987, in compliance with the Consolidated Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA), the NRC was only required to
collect 33 percent of its budget for FY 1987 and 45 percent of its budget for
FY 1988-1990 respectively.
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(after subtracting the amounts estimated to be received from the N4F and Part
170) of the NRC's annual budget is to be recovered from the NRC's licensees
through annual charges. The annual charge should be assessed under the
principle that licensees who require the greatest expenditures of the agency's
resources should pay the greatest annual charges. The schedules of annual
charges, which are to be established by rule, should afairly and equitably"
allocate the total amount of the charges to be recovered among its licensees
and, to the =maxivmum extent practicable, the charges shall have a reasonable
relationship to the cost of providing regulatory services" to the licensees.
135 Cong. Rec. at H12692.
The conferees recognized that a substantial portion of the NRC's annual
expenses, while not attributable to individual licensees and thus not
recoverable under the IOAA, are attributable to classes of licensees.
Thus,
NRC should allocate generic costs that are attributable to a given class of
licensee to that class. The conferees also recognized that certain expenses
cannot be attributed either to an individual or to classes of NRC licensees
and indicated that the NRC should fairly and equitably recover these expenses
from its licensees through the annual charge even though these expenses cannot
be attributed to individual licensees or classes of licensees. These expenses
may be recovered from the licensees as the Connission, in its discretion,
determines can fairly, equitably, and practicably contribute to their payment.
136 Congo Rec. at 1112692, 3. Since FY 1991, the NRC has fully funded its
appropriation (approximately 100 percent) from the assessment of license and
annual fees. Annual fees assessed under 10 CFR Part 171 currently recover
about 75 percent of the NRC's budget authority, excluding the high-level-waste
(HLU) program..
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APPENDIX 21B
Specific Fairness and Equity Concerns
Identified With 100-Percent Fee Recovery 1
The NRC has met the first objective of OBRA-90, that is, collecting
approximately 100 percent of its budget authority through the assessment of
fees. For FY 1991, the NRC recovered 98 percent of its budget; for FY 1992,
99 percent of its budget; for FY 1993, 98 percent of its budget; for FY 1994,
97 percent of its budget; and for FY 1995, 100 percent of its budget.
Despite this success, many NRC licensees, as well as members of Congress, have
expressed concerns about the fairness and equity of NRC fees. These major
concerns evolve from the inability of the NRC to meet the principle summarized
by one couumenter related to the fee pol icy review; namely, that if the NRC is
to be funded through user fees rather than taxes, then "each direct
beneficiary of NRC's activities-rot merely its "licensees'--should contribute
to an extent commensurate with the benefits it receives."
This principle cannot be met because not all direct beneficiaries of NRC
activities pay fees because of legislative constraints and Commission policy.
Moreover, fees are based on the agency's costs to perform its regulatory
responsibilities, rather' than on the licensee's perception of benefits
received. This leads some licensees to conclude that the fees for regulatory
activities related to them are not commensurate with the benefits they
receive.
Licensees have persistently noted that they are billed for costs not directly
related to services provided them. This concern comes up when costs for some
NRC activities are not assessed to the beneficiaries of the activities because
of legislative constraints and Commission policy. Thus, to recover
approximately 100 percent of the budget, these costs must necessarily be
assessed to licensees that do not directly benefit from those activities. For
this reason, the legislative requirement to collect approximately 100 percent
of the budget authority through fees inherently burdens licensees unfairly.
Three types of activities are not assessed to the direct beneficiary, but
rather to other NRC licensees. They are activities that (1) are not
attributed to or associated with an existing NRC licensee or class of

'

Excerpted from "Report to Congress on the U.S: Nuclear Regulatory

Commission's License Fee Policy Review Required by the Energy Policy Act of
1992,' February 1994, and SECY-95-017, January 25, 1995.
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Under OBRA-9O, annual fees can only be charged to NRC licensees. Therefore,
costs of activities that cannot be attributed to an existing NRC licensee or
class of licensees must be assessed to NRC licensees that do not directly
benefit from them. The first major group of activities includes:
*

International cooperative safety program and international safeguards
activities

* Agreement State oversight
* Low-level waste disposal generic activities
* Site decommissioning management plan activities not recoverable under
10 CFR Part.170
For FY 1995, the fees for the first major group of activities were equivalent
to $29.3 million, of which $25.1 million was assessed to power reactor
licensees and $3.2 million to other licensees. 2
The NRC budget includes certain international activities that are not directly
related to NRC applicants or licensees. These activities are performed
because they benefit U.S. national interests. The NRC is required to perform
some of these activities by the Atomic Energy Act and, therefore, must budget
for them (e.g., the issuance of licenses for the import and 'export of
Examples of international activities that
radioactive material or equipment).
are not directly related to NRC applicants and licensees are statutorily
required consultations with Executive Branch agencies on export activities
within their jurisdiction; assistance to countries or international
organizations that provide limited benefit to NRC's regulatory programs; and
support of international safeguards activities related to nuclear nonp~roliferation.
The NRC oversees and administers the Agreement States
approving new agreements, performing periodic program
their adequacy and compatibility, developing guidance,
assistance (e.g., inspection assistance) and training

program by reviewing and
reviews to determine
and providing technical
to the Agreement States.

In this review, the dollar amounts used are the amount of the FY 1995
fees that would have been assessed for the activities. The amounts for any
specific year would depend on the budget for the activities for that year.
2
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Because neither the Agreement States nor their licensees are NRC licensees,
The NRC can assess 10 CFR
they cannot be charged annual fees under DBRA-90.
Part 170 fees for specific services (e.g., review of requests for an
agreement, periodic reviews of the programs, training and technical
assistance) rendered to an Agreement State. The Commission changed its fee
policy in FY 1995 with respect to assessing certain costs to Agreement States
and decided to seek reimbursable agreements for travel, training, and
technical support costs in FY 1997. Beginning in FY 1997, these costs would
be excluded from the NRC budget (SRM 2/10/95; SECY-95-017).
No existing LLW disposal facilities are licensed by the NRC. Therefore, the
NRC generic LLW regulatory activities do not directly support an existing NRC
l~icensee or class of licensees. However, some NRC licensees, as well as some
Agreement State licensees, will realize an indirect benefit from these NRC LU!
expenditures because they will eventually dispose of LLW at sites that are
expected to be licensed in the future. The last item in this group covers
those activities relating to the Site Decommissioning Management Plan (SOMP),
the purpose of which is the cleanup of previously licensed sites. Currently,
Although
costs are being expended for liabilities created by past licensees.
10 CFR Part 170 licensing and inspection fees are assessed to those SDMP sites
with an NRC license, the generic costs incurred (e.g., identification of sites
to be included) and the costs of NRC's review and inspection of unlicensed
sites are included in the annual fee assessed to existing materials and fuel
facility licensees. Although these costs are related to the materials and
furl facility classes of licensees, they are neither necessary for regulating
existing licensees nor do they provide any benefit to the existing licensees.
These types of activities take place from time to time, most often in the
materials area. Another example is the recent issue surrounding previous
nuclear-related human experiments by the Federal Government which could
require the expenditure of material-related resources, but the activity would
not be necessary for regulating existing materials licensees. Rather, the
activity would be performed in response to problems created by previous use of
nuclear materials.
The second major group of activities for which costs are not assessed to the
direct beneficiary involves specific NRC costs that can be attributed to
either NRC licensees or other organizations but are not assessed to them
because of legislative constraints or Commission policy. The following
licensees are not assessed certain fees or pay reduced fees:
Most Federal agencies are not assessed Part 170 fees.
*

Nonprofit educational institutions are not assessed any fees.

*Small

entities are assessed reduced annual fees;
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The first category of costs includes those activities for which the NRC is
unable, on the basis of existing law, to charge a fee to specific applicants
or licensees even though they receive an identifiable service from the NRC.
These activities include licensing reviews and inspections for Federal
agencies (other than the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and the United
States Enrichment Corporation). 3 The IOAA prohibits the NRC from assessing
10 CFR Part 170 fees to Federal agencies -for the costs of these activities.
These activities include reviews of Department of Defense (DOD)/Departnient of
Energy (DOE) naval reactor projects; licensing reviews and inspections of
Federal nuclear materials users, such as Veterans Administration hospitals,
Arniy irradiators, and NASA radiographers; safety and environmental reviews of
the DOE West Valley Demonstration Project and the DOE Hanford Vitrifi~cation
In
Project; and reviews of.advanced reactor designs submitted by DOE.
addition, EPA-92 exempts from annual fees certain federally owned research
reactors used primarily for educational training and academic research
purposes.
In addition to certain licensees being exempted by law, two groups of
licensees are either exempted or pay reduced fees based on prior Commission
fee policy decisions. Nonprofit educational institutions are exempted from
10 CFR Part 170 fees and 10 CFR Part 171 annual fees. 4 The Commission has
also reduced annual fees for those licensees who qualify as small entities.
These reduced fees are consistent with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980
requirement that agencies consider the impact of their actions on small
entities.
A third major group of activities that raises fairness and equity concerns is
NRC's regulatory support to Agreement States and generic decommissioning and
reclamation activities. With respect to the support to Agreement States, the
SSection 161w. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, authorizes
the NRC to impose fees under 10 CFR Part 170 on a Federal agency that applies
for or is issued a license for a utilization facility designed to produce
electrical or heat energy (e.g., licensing reviews and inspections of TVA's
nuclear power plants) or which operates any facility regulated under sections
1701 or 1702 of the Atomic Energy Act (the enrichment facilities of the United
States Enrichment Corporation).
In 1993, the Commission rescinded and then later restored the generic
exemption from annual fees for nonprofit educational institutions.
'4
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Offices of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) and Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards (NMSS) perform generic regulatory activities for nuclear materials
users. This includes performing research, developing regulations and
guidance, and evaluating operational events. These generic activities provide
the basis for NRC to regulate its approximately 7,000 materials licensees, as
well as for the Agreement States to regulate their approximately 16,000
materials licensees. However, the NRC cannot charge the Agreement State
licensees an annual fee to recover a portion of the cost of these activities.
Thus, only 30 percent (7,000 NRC licensees of the total population of 23,000)
of the materials licensees can be assessed an annual charge to recover the
This means
cost of generic activities that support all materials licensees.
that about $15 million (in FY 1993 fees) or 70 percent of the materials users
generic regulatory costs could be considered as not being attributed to NRC
materials licensees. Generic decommissioning and decommissioning/reclamation
activities support both licenses authorizing operation and possession-only
licenses and must be performed independent of the number of operating
licenses. However, under current NRC policy, only licenses that authorize
operations are assessed annual fees to recover these generic decommissioning
and reclamation costs.
For FY 1995, the fees for the third major group of activities were equivalent
to $20.4 million, of which $18.2 was assessed to power reactors and $2.2 to
other licensees.
Excluding low-level-waste costs totaling $7 million which are distributed to
large and small generators, the remaining .$56.2 million in costs for
activities, which have raised fairness and equity concerns, are now allocated
The allocation is
to the broadest base of NRC licensees that pay annual fees.
based on the amount of the budget directly attributable to a class of
licensees and results in, for instance, power reactors paying 89 percent of
the cost of these activities. This allocation method was adopted by the
Commission in FY 1995 given that Congress and 0MB have not pursued the
legislative actions recommended in the NRC fee policy report to the Congress.
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AEA

Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

AEC

Atomic Energy Commission

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

COBRA

Consolidated Omnibus Budget, Reconciliation Act

DOD

Department of Defense

DOE

Department of Energy

DSI

Direction-Setting Issue

EPA-92

Energy Policy Act of 1992

FCC

Federal Communications Commission

ETE

Full-Time Equivalent

FY

Fiscal Year

FWRA

Federal Workforce Restructuring Act of 1994

HLW

High-Level Waste

INSRP

Interagency Nuclear Space Review Panel

IOAA

Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1952

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

NMSS

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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(continued)

NWF

Nuclear Waste Fund

OBRA-90

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990

RES

Office of Nuclear regulatory Research

SD!4P

Site Decommissioning Management Plan

SRIM

Staff Requirements Memorandum

TVA

Tennessee Valley Authority

USEC

United States Enrichment Corporation
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.3.,13.1

The.D~irection-S~etting

Issue and the Options•

In making dedisions about What ac~tivities the NRC should p~erform in
.support its
mission, t~o What extent s'hould fees b~e on~sidered?

Option 4:-

Continue Existing Appro~a~h
No. Considerati~on. of Fees for Mandated Ac~tiv~ities
No. Considera~ti•on of Fees in Makin• Deci~sions Aibotf
Actgivities
Fee for Service

Related

To Be Addressed

Op~ti~on 1:
.Option 2:
Option 3f'

Issues

How should the NRC reco~ver its

costs

in

Any NRC

a fair and equitable manner?

o

What funding mech'anisms 'should the NRC pursue, in addition to annual
appropriations with fee recovery, to fund activities that are not
required to be funded through appropriations, for example, certain
activities?
international

o

In performing reimbu~rsabie work, how should NRC address the fulltime e~quivalent (FTE)
constraints that limit the niurber of NRC
staff?

Funding Mechanism

1

Recover• the cost of providing requested services fromn the requester,
The cost of activities
that
usin~g fees and reimbursable agreements.
serve the col~lective interest of the gedneral public would be recovered
from general revenues raised from taxes.
Funding Mechanism 2

(Current Approach)

NRC applicants and licensees would continue to pay for approximately 100
perc~ent of the appropriated budget authority.
Reimbursable, agreements
non-mandated activities.
would be used to fund all
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Fun~ding Mechanism 3•
Amend the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation .Act. of 1990 (OBRA-~90) and the
Atomic Ener~gy Act of 1954 (ABA) to .give the NRC maximum flexibility to
assess fees.
Funding Mechanism 4
Rescind the Independent Offices Appropria~tion Act of 19512 (IOAA) and
OB•A-90. sO that t~he NRC wotild be fully funded thro~ugh takes, as was the.
case until 19.68.
•Phas~e

II
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CoQmmission's Preliminary Views

The Commi~ssion believes that the NRC's public health and safety miss~ion
must be the founda~tion for making deci~sions about what activities tfhe.
ag@ency shoeuld perfor.mm
In making decisions on the work that the NRC will
p~er~form., the Comimission does, and will con~tinuae to, consider the cost of
its
activities and comtsis~tently examine ways to acceomplish its miission
wit.hin a re.•p~onSible bu~dget.. Whet~her the NRC."s. budge~t is~ funded by the
ptublic, through taxes paid to. t~he Tr•easury or b.y lic.ensees through fees
paid to• the Treasury, t<he NRC's decoisions about its programs shouiJd be
the same., .. The Commission believes that. ee•s, should not. be a primaty
factor in de~tgerining the. work to be: per.formed in. respons~e to the NRC's
health and safety mission,. It is the Coimnissiori's posit-ion that.
programmat~ic decisions should no~t be fee driven and should be. based on
their cont~ribution to p~ublic Health and safety.
The Commission does not believe that it. was Congress's intent to limit
the NRC'"s aCtivities to those that are directly attributable to a
specific tegulatory action for a specific licensee or class of licenseeS.
In OB.RA-90 (PL 101-508), CongreSs stated that any• licens~ee of. the
Commissi~on may be required to pay, in addition to the fees fo~r serv~ices
or thing of value, an annual chatge.
Congressional histor-y and languaage
in the Conference Report that accompanied PL i01-508 takes notLice' ahd
allows that 'increasing the amount of re~covery to 100 percent of the
NRC's budget authority will result in the imposition of fees upon certain
licensees for costs that cannot be attributed to those licensees or
classes of licensees."
After review of. the policy options,
view to approve option 2.

it

is

the Commission's preliminary

Ptogrammatic decisions in response to NRC mandates will not be
driven b~y fees.
Specific activities-conducted by dhe NRC Will be
evaluated for .efficiency and effectiveness.,
The NRC performs• two primary types of activitieS.
These types of
activities are defined as mandated and non-mandated.
Mandated activities
include statutes, Executive Orders, treaties, Commission decisionS, and
so on.
Nonmandated activities include those activities that are not
required to respond to mandates bu~t are performed as a 'service' to
another organization.
This policy option (Option 2) approved by the
Commaission provides for a responsible decisionmaking process for mandated
activities while allowing the NRC to assist other organizations on a
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reimbursable basis.•
In selec~ti~ng Option 2, the Cormmissi~on will establish a proce.ss for making
its prog~rammatic decisions based oi PUb~lic health and safety
cionsi~derat•ions fo~r mandated activities.
When the CommisSion is requested
to .per~form non-Trandated a:ctivi~ties.,. the r~equester will reimburse the NRC
for the. cost of perfo~rming them..
In order toe implement Option 2, the staff will develops, for the
Coamission' s review and approval, a set of crit.eri~a for de'fining mandate~d
and n~on-mandated acti.vities.
The~se criter~ia will allo~w for a cle~ar
fr~amewor:k withbin whic~h to consisten~tl~y determi~ne funding of NRC.
actiityties."
Page 3-12.4
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Two rela'ted is.sue~s,, in additi±on to the di~rection-set~ting is:sue (.DSI),
also addr~essed.
These two issues addres~s funding me~chanisms anid
personnel full time equiv~alent (FTE) ceilings.
I~t i~s th~e Commission'•'s preli.minary View to suppo•rt
which..continues the agency's current appr•oa~ch.

are

Funding Me~chanism. 2,

•Althoug~h the Commissiori believes.that its d~ecisions o:n activities that
t:he NRC. should, perform in supp'ort of. its mission and its to'tal budget.
au~thorit~y should be independent of fee consliderations, it• also believyes
that NRC. fees should b~e assessed in as fair and as equitable a-manner as
pra.ticabl~e.
OB.RA.90 requires that NRC collect fee~s equal to approximately• 100.percent
of the NRC'.s budget.
OBRA90 further st~ates. that these fees sho.uld be
coll~ected from NRC',s. licensees• and applicants.
T~he Commission has. sought
to comply with OBRA-90 and to distr~ibute fees fairly and equitably among
its
licensees and applicants.
The NRC has reexamined its fee po.licy each
year, issued draft, fee rules for public comment, and made changes to the
p~rocess to respond to. those, comments whenever possible within the limi'ts
of existing statuteS.
The Commiss'ion has also addressed those conicerns
.raised by the public and licensees about the limitations of applying fees
wit-hin OBRA~-90 ini its
Report to C'orgress cC the U.S.
Nuclear RegUlatory
Commrissioni's Licensee Fee.Policy Review Issued in February 19•94.
The Commission believes that carrying out the intent of Congress by
implementing fee policy within existing law is the most effective and
efficient option.
The Commission will, however, consider comments and.
recommendations on spacific proposals if they present new approaches to.
improve the process or-to accomplish a mo~re equitable distribution of
fees.

It is the COmmission's preliminary view to Support the NRC's
identification of FTEs associated with reimibursable work as business-like
activities.
When the NRC receives a request to conduct an acti.vit~y that-is not
•necessary for the NRC to meet its mandates but will provide a "service"
to another organization, the NRC must consi~der the cost of providing the
service.
This cost consideration includes both dollars and FTEs.
The

requesting organization can enter into a reimbursable agreement with the
NRC and reimbur~se the agency for the dollars expended on providing the
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assistance.

to the NRC.

The requestinig organization does not,

however,

provide FTEs

The current FTE ceiling cOnStraints may make it difficult, if not
impossible, for the NRC to provide assistance for non-mandated activities
The approach to remove those FTEs used
in reSponSe to Specific requests.
for business-like activities from the NRC's ceiling would• allow the NRC
to provide assistance to other Government agencies and organizations t hat
iright otherwise be turned down.
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3.,13.3 Summary of Comments
A.

Significant/Important Comments Directly Affecting the Preliminary
Views or the Direction-Se~tting Issue.-

In both the written comments and those provided at the stakeholder
meetings, there was general support for the preliminary View of adopting
Option 2, Funding Mechanismn 2, and the NRC:'s identification of FTEs
The
associated with reimbursable Work as business-like activities.
Nuclear Energy Institute (NF.1) did no~t sUpport Funding Mechanism 2.
and the Conference o~f
Both the Orgahizat~ion of Agreemenl States (OA•S)
Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD) support Option 2 and Funding
Mechanism 2 indicating that if NRC is mandated tb perform a task, it
Five States
Should do so withoUt the negative influence osf fees.
submitted comdmenits supporting the OAS comments, and five States submitted
OAS, CRCPD., and most Strates commented that
comments support9%ng Opdt:on• 2.
because trdinin• for Agreement States[ is a mandated activity, the NRC
should not charge Agreement States for training or for other .services
One
provided to the Agreement S tatds, such as technical assistance.
State (Illinois) endorsed option 3 as. they perceived it as the option
most likely to achievxe the result discussed under 0SI 4 of restoring
Ftrndin~g for Agteement Stat.es is
funding for Agreement State programS•
addressed further in the stakeholder comments on DSI 4.
NET and Westinghouse supported Option 2, whereby the use of reimibursable
agreements would be increased to avoid costs that do not benef it NRC
Two commenters (ABB-CE Nuclear SyStems and South Carolina
licensees.
Electric and Gas Company) submitted comments supporting the NET comments.
The National Mining Association (NMA) while supporting Option 2., still
has some serious concerns about the underpinnings of the fee structure
and indicates that without. legislative changes to OBRA-90 there is no Way
to alleviate completely the major c~oncerns of NMA licensees about the
fairhess and equity of the NRC fee schedule.
One coxnmenter (Richard Barkleyi), .while supporting the preliminary views
of the Commission,, pointed out that, in the future, if substantial
numbers of reactor licensees elect to decommission early, the NRC will
not be able to ignore the increasing burden that fees impose on the.
programs
Therefore, NRC needs to prioritize
shrinking pool o~f licensees.
more than ever, operate in a business-like fashion, 'and
and initiatives
having the most noteworthy benefit to public
pursue those activities
These measures support the Commission's preliminary
health anid safety.

view that the Commission will consider the cost of its activities and
consistently examine ways to accomplish its mission within a responsible
budget.
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B..

Comments on Other Options

Although supporting Funding MeChanism 2, the OAS commented that NRC
S~hould be other Federal agencies for specific Selrvices provided to them

In addition,. although individual states endorsed the made

Mechanism 3)

.

by the OAS,

they indicated that NRC. shonid advise the Congr-ess

activities

that do not benefit licensees (e.g., i~nternational research., the
Agreement States programn, etc.) shou~ld be excluded from the fee base for
recovery (Funding Mechanism I). and (2) any new acti~vities that the NRC is
reguired to perform Should be spedifically designated as to
Page 3-126 -P~hase
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Qne State (WaShington) Commented that
hOW the •cOsts should b~e r~ecovered.•
the NRC should be proactive in findi~ng ways to get Congress to fund NRC
involvement in crucial countries, oversees and also wor~k toward finding
countri~es wi~lling• to pay for. NRC expertise.
NET., the Council on Radio'nuclides and Radiop~harmaceuticals, and. three
ot.her commenters (state of Washington, A~me~rsham and Mailinckrodt. Medical)
dis~greed with the c.ommission's preiifminary view of s~upporting Fundi~ng
Mechanis't 2 and' sitrongl~y s upp~orted Funding Mechanism 1. NE.T s~tated that
it is fundamentally unfai~r to imp~ose fees on NRC licensees,• thereby
increasing their costs and adver.sely of'fsetting their competi•tive
The Council on Radionuclides
position, for 'which they de~rive no b~enefit.
and Radiopharmaceuticals and two other commenters. (Amersham and
Mallinckrodt Medical) sltated that activities that serve, th• collective
irnterest, of the publ~ic Should be funddd by gener~al revenues raised from
taxes'.
NET suggested that the NRC r~edouble its efforts to ensure that
Congre•ss understands, and corre.cts this basic i~nequity and reconmmended
that NRC submit a legislative package to Congress that would all~ow less
Yankee Atomic Electric
than 100 petoent fee recovery from licensees.
Company recommended t~hat the NRC take a more proactive and aggressive
approach to solving this issue at the CongreSsional level.
The NMA supports a mix of Funding MechaniSms 1 and 3, indicating that by
pursing these options, NRC would put into effect the recomirendation made
by the Comm~ission1 in its February 1994 Report to Congress that OBRA-90 be
modified to relax the 100-percent budget recovery requiremnent, thereby
eliminating many of the inequitable burdens imposed on NRC licensees.
NM4A acknowledges that the pressure on the Federal Government to achieve a
balanced budget may make this legislative solution difficult to achieve,
but it believes that fairness issues and the impact of the curren~t system
NMA points out.
on competitiveness requires that the attempt be made.
that the fee problem wi-il bhe exacetbated in fu~ture years as more States
become Agreement States, leavin~g fewer NRC licenses to bear an even
greater share of the burden~, and that the numfber of operating sites can
be expected to decline if NRC does not find a more equitable means of
One State (Illinois) supported Funding
assessing fees on~its licensees.
Mechanism 3 stating that they supported any necessary statutory changes
to allow general funding of the Agreement State program, the assessment
of fees for services to Federul agencies and either direct funding for
international activities or billing to international agencies.
Two commenters (Yankee Atomic Electric Company and Ken Peveler) supported
Funding Mechanism .4 (NRC to be funded through taxes), noting that the
current arrangement of assessing fees to utilities, for example, drives
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the nuclear industry in a negative direction.
That is, the Utilities pay
the NRC feet's but, in turn, pass the coSts on to its rate payers, who are
Thus,, the public is paying the price of fees, which has the
the public.
Peveler stated that
Mr.
same effect as taxes, that is, the public pays.
NRC fees assessed to applic~ants and licensees are si~mply a way oQf
rearranging the funds,, and such an arrangement puts t~he nuclear. industryIn the same vein7 7AEB-CE Nuclear Systems
at an economic disadvantage.
stated that fees are•0Onerous and a c~ontentious is~sue, partidularl~y in~ a
are bearing most of
deregulate~d environment in which nuclear utilities
the burden of the half billion dol.lars or so per year that the NRC
AEBC-GENuclear Systems and ¥ankee Atomic Electric
receives in f~ees.
Company recommended t'hat until such time as legislative relief can be
provided, 10 CFR Part 171 annual fees be rescinded and NRC establish a
p rocess of recovering the agency'S budget from fees imposed on the
industry that are
Ph~ase II
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li~mited to those costs directly associated with the relgulatdry Service
provided, a "fee f~or service" concept simlilar to Option 4.
C.

Commen~ts on Important Decisions

One coirmmnter (Enter gy Operations, iro,) identified an option nbt
addressed in the paper.- Under this option, the C~ommilsi~on woul~d seek
legillation to allow the NRC to supplement, its appropriation for mandated
Entergy stated that cu~rrently there •is no xitehbaiism for the
activities.
NRC to hire a contractor to perform industry-needed mandated ac~tivities
Enterg~ cited the exarxple of
and then b~ill the requester for the review.
the Thil-sco~pe pzdbabililtid risk assessment being submitted to NRC t~hat
has not been acted on in 3 years, noting that "we pay for the reviews
that we get, but we can't always get the reviews that we Want." Entergy
would support changes in the legislation that would permit the NRC, at
choice
request, to select the contractolr of the utility's
the utility's
the
tender
and
requests
of
licensing
reviews
technical
perform
to
invoices directly to the requesting utility or organization for these
The Council on Radionuclides arnd
reviews above budgdt and FTE cap~s.
Radiopharmtaceuticals, Ainersham, and Mallindkrodt Medical indicated that
the inability to have an~application reviewed and app~roVed in a timnely
fashion affects the public when products cannot be manufactured and
distributed because an application for a license, amendments, or
container approval takes several months or years.
D.

Comments on Internal/External

Factors

Yankee Atomic Electric Company stated that although the paper accurately
describes the history of and the equity issues associated with fees., it
completely fails to note and address the fact that the entire electric
power industry is in an era of sweeping change through initiatives in
Congress and the States to restructure and deregulate the electric power
indus try.
Pacific Gas and Electric (Angus) at one of the stakeholders meetings
noted that the competitive environment in which utilities must operate is
The commenter stated that
an external factor that should be considered.
currently each operating power reactor pays an annual fee of $2.7
Of this amount, approximately $500,000 is for activities that
million.
The conmenter indicated that as they begin
do not benefit the utility.
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*to iodk ahead to the turn of theone-half
century o~f(ye~ar
200.0 and 2001),.
the of a
t:he profit
1 percent-of
$00:,000 co~u1d const~itute about
plant estimated at $1.00million) and,, therefore, the $500,000 ta~kes a
vety s~ignificant patt of the revenue base for the power plants; this
amount actual~ly 'is at .the point where i~t contributeS to the decision
whet•her or not. you operate or. cortinUe to operate the power..plants.' The
cd6nenter st~ated that giveP the. compe~titi~ve enviroxment faced by
op.rating-power reactos at the turn. of the centur~y, this external factor
would si~pport. the po~sition that the $50 mil!ion ident~ified by the NRC as
not be~ne-fitting licensees should be removed from the fee bas.e and
recovered-through general tax structures (Funding Mechanism 1)..
E.

In its preliminary views, the Commission'did not pose any additional
quest•ions for pbli~c comment.
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List of.Commaenterfs

*WRITTEN COMd•iNT.S
Organ•ization of Agt'eeme~nt States and Confere~nce of
Pr•ogtam Dired~tors (Robert Qiillin)
Organization o~f.Agreement S.ttes. (Rdert guillin)
State of New Yonk, Iepartment of Labor (Rit~a

2:.
3..

Octdbler 21., 199,
Radiatior• C0onto
Oobt~e 2:1, 1.9•9.6,.
19.96,•
OctO1@e 23•,

4.
5..
6.

October 23., 1996:,, Agr•eement State/NRC Regulat~ors' meeti~ng s~ummary
oct.ber 25:• 1996, Organiza~ti~on of Agreement States, (Thomas Hill)
Octbr 28,• 1996.•, S~tate of WasMhington, Department. of Hea~lth (Terry

7.
8,.
9.

Octob~er 29,• 1996,. Rich~ard Bar kley, NaO
No~vemfber. 3, 1996, Marvin Lewis
Novemiber 4., 1996., Stat~eof New Hampshire, Department of .Hea~lth and
Human services~ (D~iane Tefft)
November 7, 1996, State. of Mississippi,. Dep~artment of Heal-th (Robert
Gof~f)
Novembher 7, 1996, Or~ganizat~ion of Agreement States amnended coifments
'(Rdbert Quillin)
Novemdber 14, 1996., State of Oregon, Department 'of Human Resources
(Ray D. Paris)
November 14, 1996, State of South Carolina, Department of Health and
K. Batavia)
Env.ir.Onmental C-ontrol (.M.
November 21, 1996., State of Louisiana, Department of Environmental
Quality (Ronald WascOff)
November 21, 1996., state of GeO~rgia, Department of Natural Resources
Hill)
(Thomas E.
November 2.1, 1996, st ate of Utah, Department of Envirornnental
Sindlair)
Quality (Williaim J.
(Gary Taylor)
November 22, 1996, South Carolina Electric & Gas Co.
Liparulo)
November 25, 1996, We~stinghouse Eledtric (N. J.
November 27, 1996, Nuclear Energy Institu~te (Thomas 0. Ryan)
November 27, 1996, State of Texas, Department off Health (Ridhard
Ratliff)

1•.

10..
11.
12..
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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21.
22.
23.
,
2.4.
25.
26.
27.

November 27, 1996, Council of Radiation Control Programs Directors
(RORPD)
(William P.
DornSife)
November 27, 1996, Council on Radionuclides and Radiopharmaceuticals
(Roy W.
Brown)
December 1, 1996., EnVironmental °Coalition on Nuclear Power (JUdith
H.
J~hnsrUd•
Dec~e.ber
Decement~
December
.December
(Roland
Decme~r•.
December
Detentr

32.

2, l996, SENTINEL, Amnrsham CormpOration (Kate Roughan.)
2, 1996, .State of New~Jersey (Jill
Lipoti)
2, 1996, Yankee Atomic Electric Co..
(Jane M.
Grant)
2, 1996, Stat~e ofMaryland, Department of the Envirornuent
Fletcher)
C2.
2, 199B6,
Entergy Operations., inc.
(f'ichael J.. Meisner)
2, 1996• Mallind~krodt Medical, Inc.
(Ashok .Dhar.)
2, 1996, ABB Combustion Engineering" Nuclear Systems
B~rinkman)
2, 1996, National Mining Assoeciation (Richard Lawsoen)
December
2, 1996, Illinois Departmetit of Nucliear Safety (Thomas w.

33.

December•

28.
29.
30.
3.1.

2,

1996,

No Namte

ORAL COMMENTS

Washington,
1.
2.

D.C.

2.
-3.

4.

Co

(October 31

IL

(November 7-8,

1.996)
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-

43

Inc.
-

November

pages 17

Pacific Gas and Eledtric (Mike Angus)
Washington Public Power Supply Systems
CommOnwealth Edison (Irene Johnson)
COnmmonwealth Edison (Ken Ainger)
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1996) pages 23

1, 1996) pages 449

Entergy Operations, Inc.
(Mr.
England)
AEB Combustion Engineering NUclear systems

Chicago,
1.

24-25,

OAS and G-RCPD (Tom Hill.)
Ken Peveler•
E:S Utilities,

Colorado Springs,
1.
2..

(October

ii

-

-

4:63

(Charles Brin~kman)

39

(Mr.

Swank)
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